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SYDNEY BY NIGHT
MAY/JUNE 2018
Vivid Sydney, our Festival of Light, Music
and Ideas returns, once again featuring the
spectacular illumination of Sydney. Last
year hundreds of thousands of people flocked
to our Harbourfront to see the incredible
illumination of many of the city’s buildings
along with smaller light art installation
around the waters edge. The Museum of
Contemporary Art and Customs House were indeed VIVID and the amazing colour
stretched from the Opera House around to Campbell’s Cove to Walsh Bay and through
the Rocks.
Our tour has been designed to showcase not just “vivid” but the rest of our colourful city
– when the sun goes down Sydney comes alive! We will enjoy the glittering sights of our
remarkable city as we travel through Woolloomooloo, Kings Cross and Oxford Street.
Our afternoon commences with a drive through
Centennial Park, one of the jewels in Sydney’s
crown. We will explore the park both onboard
and on foot following our afternoon tea.
Centennial Park is celebrating it’s 150th
birthday this year. Sir Henry Parkes vision was
to create a people’s park and today it is one of
the most popularly visited and vibrant
greenspaces in Australia. It’s importance pre
dates it’s commission as a park when the area provided fresh water for Sydney back in
the 1820’s via Busby’s bore. Significantly the proclamation of the Commonwealth of
Australian occurred in the park – the birthplace of our nation!
The tour will feature a progressive dinner with champagne and nibbles at Mrs
Macquarie’s Chair and the main course at the Paddington RSL Club. We will conclude
with tea, coffee, port and cake under the bridge at Kirribilli.
Following our main course we will explore the waterfront on foot, alighting and
returning to the coach on Phillip Street near Circular Quay. You are in close proximity to
the Cahill Observation Lift and Deck which gives a spectacular overview of the festival
and further around the Quay is the amazing display of Customs House.
Cost is $78.00 per person and includes afternoon tea, meals as stipulated and luxury
coach transportation. Departs 2.00 pm and returns approx 10.15 pm.

